1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Scale formation of struvite (MgNH~4~PO~4~⋅6H~2~O) is frequently found in wastewater treatment (WWT) plant facilities, e.g. the anaerobic treatment of piggery and poultry wastes and wine distillery effluents, since the wastes generally contain significant amounts of Mg^**2+**^, NH~**4**~--N, and PO~**4**~^**−2**^, the forming components of struvite \[[@bib1]\]. The scaling is especially prevalent in points where turbulent flows occur, rendering the solution to become alkaline due to the release of CO~**2**~ from the solution \[[@bib2], [@bib3]\]. The struvite scale formation can be uncontrollable and massive which results in clogging pumps and other process equipment, blocking the piping system, and hence in reduction of energy and material transfer. In some cases the excessive scale growth may lead to the total breakdown of the processing facilities causing substantial financial losses.

On the other hand, since ammonium and phosphate ions are essential for plant growth, struvite is considered potential as a fertilizer. In fact, recovery of Mg^**2+**^, NH~**4**~--N, and PO~**4**~^**−2**^ from wastewater as struvite has been an area of promising enterprise since the crystals produced are regarded as superior due to their slow-release nature \[[@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]\]. Another important area of struvite research is the presence of this phosphate material as one of the major components of infectious urinary stones \[[@bib7], [@bib8]\]. This paper, however, discusses an investigation on struvite crystallization in an attempt to alleviate the burden of scaling problem encountered by many industries and WWT services. Struvite precipitation, or struvite crystallization, as the term interchangeably used, has been widely practiced for the removal of environmentally harmful ammonium nitrogen (NH~**4**~--N) and phosphorus (PO~**4**~^**-**^) from WWT, since it is highly efficient, simple and environmentally sustainable \[[@bib9], [@bib10]\].

Scale formation of struvite is initiated by crystallization, a process which is significantly subject to a number of physical-chemical parameters. Among these parameters are pH level of the solution \[[@bib1], [@bib11], [@bib12]\], and the presence of foreign ions \[[@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib12]\].

1.1. Influence of pH {#sec1.1}
--------------------

Throughout the precipitation of struvite, proton (H^**+**^) is released (see Eq.[(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), thus lowering the pH level of the precipitating solution. Therefore, research on struvite precipitation are typically carried out at a certain pH range higher than neutral. Experiments on struvite precipitation at a low pH \[[@bib13], [@bib14]\] have shown minimal amounts of crystals obtained, and hence impractical. As can be inferred from [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, higher alkaline pH is more favorable for the crystallization of struvite. The work of Song et al \[[@bib15]\] on struvite, used a pH range from 8.0 to 12.0 and showed that the optimum pH was between 9.5 and 10.5, whereby as much as 93% of phosphates (P) in the original solution was successfully crystallized. However, too high a pH level (\>11.0) is counter productive due to the occurrence of side reactions forming Mg(OH)~**2**~ and the evolution of free NH~**3**~ \[[@bib16]\], thus reducing the Mg^**2+**^ and NH~**4**~^**-**^ ions available for struvite formation. The availability of Mg^**2+**^ and PO~**4**~^**−2**^ for struvite formation is also reduced due to the formation of another magnesium phosphate mineral, namely Mg~**3**~(PO~**4**~)~**2**~ 22H~**2**~O if the initial pH of the solution is 10.00 or higher \[[@bib17]\]. It is argued that the formation of Mg~**3**~(PO~**4**~)~**2**~ 22H~**2**~O is instigated by the dominant species of PO~**4**~^**−3**^ in the solution at pH 10.00. In fact, different species of phosphate ions: PO~**4**~^**3-**^, HPO~**4**~^**2-**^, H~**2**~PO~**4**~^**-**^ \[[@bib16]--[@bib19]\] will be dominant in the solution once the pH level changes. Such a change will result in the formation of other phosphate compounds alongside struvite, such as Mg~**3**~PO~**4**~ and Mg(OH)~**2**~ \[[@bib14]\].

More efficient process can be achieved if the crystallization proceeds in predominantly a heterogeneous mode so that the crystals obtained is relatively large in size and the fines are minimal. As reported \[[@bib20]\], the metastable zone of struvite precipitation is between the pH of 8.00 and 10.00.

Theoretically, the rise of pH of a solution increases the ionic activity product (IAP) with the consequence that the supersaturation of the solution will also increase. In this way, the kinetic rates will rise accordingly. Therefore, a slight variation of pH has often been utilized to examine the crystallization kinetics of struvite. As reported by Crutchik and Garrido \[[@bib16]\] even for a slight difference in pH of 8.2, 8.5 and 8.8, the kinetic rates of struvite crystallization increase as 1.21 10^**−4**^, 1.25 10^**−4**^, and 1.63 10^**−4**^ mol m^**−2**^ min^**−1**^, respectively.

1.2. Influence of additives and impurities {#sec1.2}
------------------------------------------

The presence of either additives or impurities, even in ppm amounts, may significantly influence the precipitation of struvite. The effect can be obvious, e.g.on the alteration of morphology \[[@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib21]\], crystal phases \[[@bib3]\], as well as precipitation rates \[[@bib22]\]. Increasing awareness on sustainable practices in industry, which subsequently leads to environmentally friendly methods has encouraged extensive research on struvite precipitation using additives of organic origin. Our work on struvite precipitation \[[@bib12]\] has revealed that minute amounts of citric acid (1.00--20.00 ppm) were able to significantly retard the growth of the crystals. The effect, however, was not notably obvious for the change in morphology. The work of Song et al \[[@bib23]\] attempted to recover phosphorus (P) from swine wastewater using organic acids. It was found that the P recovery was highest for acetic acid, followed by succinic acid and citric acid, respectively. Additionally, the effect of succinic and citric acids on the morphology of the struvite crystals obtained was negligible.

The current paper reports a stirred-batch lab crystallization to examine the influence of maleic acid (HO~**2**~CCHCHCO~**2**~H), one of the environmentally friendly, organic additives, on crystallization kinetics and morphology of struvite (MgNHPO~4~.6H~2~O). Other parameters investigated were the temperature of the crystallization: 30 and 40^**o**^C. The pH change of the solution was carefully monitored to establish the kinetics of the precipitation.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

In this work the term crystallization is used interchangeably with precipitation.

2.1. Batch crystallization experiments {#sec2.1}
--------------------------------------

The crystallization was carried out by mixing 0.11 M MgCl~**2**~ and 0.11 M NH~**4**~H~**2**~PO~**4**~ solutions, 100 mL each, in a 250 mL beaker. In order to maintain the desired pH level appropriate for struvite precipitation, i.e. 9.00, 1.0 N KOH solution was added drop-wise from a burette. To keep the temperature of the solution constant, the beaker was placed in a thermostatically-controlled water bath. Also, the solution was continuously stirred at a certain speed to keep it homogeneous, but not extremely fast so as to break the forming crystals. A digital pH meter was used to record the pH level uninterruptedly as the precipitation proceeded.

To investigate the effect of maleic acid, crystals of this organic species (in ppm amounts) were diluted with double-distilled water and then the resulting solution was added into the MgCl~**2**~ solution. For each run, the volume of the maleic acid solution added into the MgCl~**2**~ solution was about 5.0 mL, and thus can be regarded as minimal in comparison to the whole crystallizing solution. Hence, after the addition, the volume of the solution was considered constant.

During the precipitation, the pH level of the solution decreased with time, drastically at the outset, and started to tail off after about 10 min. Hence, 90 min period was considered adequate for a complete precipitation. At the end of the experiment, the stirrer was switched off, and the solution was filtered immediately using ashless Whatmann filter paper to obtain the crystals. Subsequently, the crystals were washed with distilled water to get rid of impurities which could have attached on the crystal surfaces. It was assumed that only chlorides and alkali ions were removed during washing \[[@bib24]\]. The wet crystals were air-dried in a secure place for 48 h, and the resulting dry crystals were subsequently stored for characterization.

Further experimental errors in the current experiments have been taken into account according to the methodology that has been implemented for the author\'s work previously \[[@bib2], [@bib12]\] as follows; Firstly, error in weighing the chemicals: MgCl~2~ and NH~4~H~2~PO~4~ have been covered by using an analytical balance with four-digit accuracy i.e. 0.0001 g. This is commonly used in experiments involving chemicals weighing. Secondly, errors in preparing the crystallization solution were also included in standard laboratory glassware with a volumetric accuracy of ±5%. Thirdly, errors in pH measurement were considering using a pH meter with an accuracy of 0.01. The pH measurement results clearly indicated the number presented. Fourthly, weighing of the struvite crystals obtained considered the accuracy of weighing similar to that of the previous chemicals.

2.2. Materials characterization {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------

The mineralogical composition and morphology of the precipitate were acquired by the X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) method and SEM (scanning electron microscopy) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray analysis (SEM-EDX), respectively. For that analysis, the solid crystals were initially crushed with a pestle and mortar to yield the particle size \<75 μm. This powder was subsequently mounted on the surface of the XRPD aluminum sample holder.

X-ray data for mineralogical composition were recorded by Bragg Brentano X-ray diffractometer (Philips 1830/40). The measurement parameters (5-85^O^ 2θ, 0.02^O^ steps, 15 s/step) were selected. Detailed measurements are presented in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. To identify the crystalline phases of the samples a PC-based search-match program (Match software) was used, of which the identified phases were subsequently justified by the Rietveld method \[[@bib25]\]. The Rietveld profile was then refined with the Program Fullprof-2k, version 3.30 \[[@bib26]\].Table 1The parameter measurements of the XRPD method.Table 1GeometryBragg-BrentanoGoniometer radius240 mmRadius sourceCuK~α~Generator40 kV, 30 mATubeNormal focus 10 x 1 mmDivergence and receiving slits0.2117^O^Soller slits5.3^O^Resolving slit100 mmMonochromatorGraphite (diffracted beam)DetectorScintillation counterThe scan parameters and step size5 - 85^O^ 2θ in 0.020° incrementsIntegration time10 s

The parameters were refined during the running program as follows: (i) the 2θ° scale zero shifting, (ii) the polynomial fitting for the background parameter, (iii) the phase scale factors, (iv) the unit-cell parameters, (v) the peak asymmetry and the peak profile functions. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of x-ray peak profiles as a function of tan (θ) was determined using the u-v-w formula of Caglioti et al. \[[@bib27]\], where u, v, and w were selected to be values of the measured quartz. The preferred orientation of all crystalline phases was refined during the refinements. The refined values of unit-cell parameters of the crystal structure models and the obtained scale factor of the diffraction intensity were used to calculate weight. % of phase abundance from which were calculated by the program \[[@bib28]\]. The strategy for the Rietveld refinements of the crystalline sample has been presented in detail elsewhere \[[@bib29]\].

Further, SEM-EDX (JEOL JSM 5200) were employed to examine the morphology and elemental analysis of the crystalline product. Before SEM/EDX analysis, the ground powder was placed with the epoxy on the surface of the Al-sample holder and then sputtered with carbon.

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Kinetics of struvite crystallization {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------------

As a concentration-forced process, higher concentrations of reactants accelerate the crystallization reaction. In the crystallization of struvite, the reaction equation is as follows \[[@bib30]\]:

As can be seen ([Eq (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), as the struvite crystallization proceeds, H^**+**^ is released. Hence it is possible to relate the reaction rates and their kinetic orders by measuring the change in pH of the solution. In other words, the rate of struvite crystallization can be calculated by measuring the pH change.

Theoretically, the kinetics of a chemical reaction explains that the rate of decrease in the concentration of reactants equals the rate of increase in the concentration of the products. In the crystallization of struvite given previously in [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the rate can be mathematically written as \[[@bib30]\]:$$- \frac{d\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack}{dt} = \frac{1}{2}\frac{\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack}{dt}$$

As can be seen ([Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), during the crystallization of struvite, the amount of Mg^2+^ consumed equals half the increase in \[H^+^\], which in the pH meter reading corresponds the decrease in pH. Hence, obviously, the rate of the struvite crystallization reaction can be calculated by monitoring the pH change.

The left-hand side of [Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"} is the same as,$$- \frac{d\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack}{dt} = \kappa_{Mg}\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack\quad\text{or}\quad - \frac{d\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack} = \kappa_{Mg}dt$$

Equally, for the right-hand side of [Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"},$$\frac{1}{2}\frac{d\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack}{dt} = \kappa_{H}\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack\frac{1}{2}\frac{d\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack}{dt}\mspace{9mu}\text{or}\mspace{9mu}\frac{1}{2}\frac{d\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack} = \kappa_{H}dt\frac{1}{2}\frac{d\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack}\kappa_{H}dt$$

Manipulating [Eq. (2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it is possible to combine Eqs. [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"} to yield,$$- \frac{d\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack} = \frac{1}{2}\frac{d\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack}{dt}$$

$- \frac{d\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack} = \frac{1}{2}\frac{d\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack}{dt}$ Since pH = -log \[H^**+**^\], [Eq. (5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be integrated as follows$$- {\int\limits_{0}^{t}\frac{d\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack}} = \frac{1}{2}{\int\limits_{0}^{t}\frac{d\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack}{\left\lbrack H^{+} \right\rbrack}}$$

Then,$$\ln\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack^{t} = \ln\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack^{0} - \frac{1}{2}\ln\left\lbrack \frac{\left( H^{+} \right)^{t}}{\left( H^{+} \right)^{0}} \right\rbrack$$

or$$\ln\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack^{t} = \ln\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack^{0} - \frac{1}{2}\ln\left\lbrack \frac{10^{- pH^{t}}}{10^{- pH^{0}}} \right\rbrack$$$$\ln\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack^{t} = \ln\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack^{0} - \frac{1}{2}\ln\left\lbrack \frac{10^{- pH^{t}}}{10^{- pH^{0}}} \right\rbrack\mspace{9mu}\text{or}\mspace{9mu}\left\lbrack {Mg^{2 +}} \right\rbrack^{t} = \exp\left\lbrack {\ln\left( {Mg^{2 +}} \right)_{0} - \frac{1}{2}\left( \frac{10^{- pH_{t}}}{10^{- pH_{0}}} \right)} \right\rbrack$$

Using ([Eq (9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}) the amount of magnesium ions left in the crystallizing solution at any time **t**, i.e. \[Mg^2+^\]^t^ was calculated based on the pH reading. Subsequently, the \[Mg^**2+**^\] data is used to solve the kinetic and the rate of the crystallization.

A typical recorded pH values which were converted into \[Mg^2+^\] were tabulated as shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Recorded pH and its associated \[Mg^**2+**^\] at 30^**o**^C, with 0.00 and 20.00 ppm maleic acid.Table 2Time, minRecorded pH\[Mg^2+^\], molar0.00 ppm20.00 ppm0.00 ppm20.00 ppm19.009.000.1130770.11307728.998.930.1104730.09493338.988.930.1078710.09493348.978.930.1052720.09493358.958.920.1000880.092370108.948.910.0975060.089819158.948.910.0975060.089819208.938.900.0949330.087282258.938.900.0949330.087282308.938.900.0949330.087282358.928.890.0923700.084760408.928.890.0923700.084760458.928.870.0923700.079767508.918.870.0898190.079767558.918.870.0898190.079767608.908.860.0872820.077299658.908.840.0872820.072431708.898.840.0847600.072431

A number of researchers confirmed that crystallization of struvite follows first order kinetics \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib31], [@bib32]\]. Hence, an attempt was made to fit the results of the current work in first order kinetics. The kinetic model correlates the decrease of a reactant (--dC/dt) to the rate constant (k) and the reactant concentration at time t (C) minus the reactant concentration at equilibrium (C~eq~), as presented in [Eq. (10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$- \frac{dC}{dt} = \kappa\left( {C - C_{eq}} \right)$$

The linearized form of [Eq. (10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"} is:$$\ln\left( {C - C_{eq}} \right) = - \kappa t + \ln\left( {C_{0} - C_{eq}} \right)$$where,C = \[Mg^**2+**^\] at any time, t, (molar),Ceq = \[Mg^**2+**^\] at equilibrium, (molar),Co = initial \[Mg^**2+**^\] at zero time, (t = 0), (molar),k = reaction rate constant, (h^**−1**^),t = crystallization time, (min.).

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the experimental data at a lower temperature tested, i.e. 30^**o**^C. As can be seen ([Figure 1 (a)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the pH of the solution drops drastically at the start of the run, namely for the first 5 min. Afterwards the decrease is relatively gradual, and tails off after about 70 min. As can be seen in [Figure 1 (b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, a plot of ln(C-C~eq~) against time **t** for the first 5 min yields a straight line with slope -- k, which is the rate constant for the reactions. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(b) demonstrates clearly that the experimental data fit the first order kinetic significantly (R^**2**^ = 0.9938), the slope, *k* = 0.1089 and thus the calculated rate constant is 6.534 per hour. This value is in the range of rate constants commonly found in struvite crystallization \[[@bib1], [@bib32], [@bib33], [@bib34]\]. Kinetic order plotting similar to [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b (not shown) was carried out for all experimental data, i.e. for 1.00, 10.00, and 20.00 ppm of maleic acid tested, and the resulting rate constants are depicted in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}. As can be seen, both the first period of precipitation (0--5 min) and the second (10--70 min) relatively fit the kinetic order selected, namely the first order. Attempts were made to fit for other kinetic models on struvite crystallization as reported by other researchers: pseudo-first order \[[@bib4]\], pseudo-second order \[[@bib4]\], and second order \[[@bib21], [@bib34], [@bib35]\], but all resulting in a poorer match. The third order kinetic model was also tried \[[@bib36]\] but with even worse results. Therefore, it was concluded that the first order kinetics are more justifiable for the current work, which is also widely confirmed by other investigators as previously cited.Figure 1Struvite crystallization at 30 °C with and without maleic acid; (a) pH reduction profile; (b) fit of first order kinetic without maleic acid. C = \[Mg^**2+**^\] at time t; Ceq = \[Mg^**2+**^\] at equilibrium, i.e. when the crystallization was completed.Figure 1Table 3Kinetic parameters of struvite crystallization.Table 3The first period (0--5 min)The second period (10--70 min)Amount of Maleic acidFirst order kinetic parameter (h^−1^)R^2^First order kinetic parameter (h^−1^)R^2^Stirring speed of 300 rpm and T = 30^°^C0 ppm6.5340.99381.7760.94521 ppm5.5860.87141.6140.944310 ppm5.5440.81161.6140.922320 ppm6.1020.85341.6080.8888Stirring speed of 300 rpm and T = 40 °C0 ppm5.1660.99221.6980.96561 ppm4.6260.88721.5480.932010 ppm4.0860.89491.2780.960220 ppm4.6980.81501.3320.9400

The current work indicates that the maleic acid influence on the kinetic parameters seems to be inconsistent when the amount of the acid exceeds 10.00 ppm ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). This would require further substantiation in our future projects. Thus, the maleic acid effects should be cautiously scrutinized. Overall, however, it can be clearly seen that a pattern has emerged, i.e. the pH drop was sharp in the first 5 min of the runs, and subsequently levelled off ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a); the manipulation/calculation of which is presented previously ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The typical pH drop is widely recognized in struvite precipitation from solution under the influence of additives \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib22], [@bib30], [@bib37]\].

As regards the temperature examined, higher temperature (= 40^**o**^C) results in lower rate constants, indicating a decrease in the reaction rates ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a,b) ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The higher temperatures of up to 40^**o**^C would cause higher solubility with the implication that struvite is more difficult to precipitate \[[@bib30], [@bib37]\], therefore decreasing the reaction rate. Additionally, in the crystallization of struvite, temperature may affect the relative rates of both diffusion and surface integration of crystal growth units \[[@bib38]\]. In this current work, it is assumed that the temperatures may affect the rates in a negative manner.Figure 2Struvite crystallization at 40 °C with and without maleic acid; (a) pH reduction profile; (b) fit of first order kinetic without maleic acid. C = \[Mg^2+^\] at time t; Ceq = \[Mg^2+^\] at equilibrium, i.e. when the crystallization was completed.Figure 2

In the absence of maleic acid the rate constants were 6.534 and 5.166 per hour for 30 °C and 40 °C, respectively. However, at the same temperature level but in the presence of highest concentration of maleic acid, i.e.20.00 ppm, these rate constants were 6.102 and 4.698 per hour, respectively. The percentage of the decrease is therefore (6.534--6.102) × 100 % = 43.2 %, for the condition without maleic acid. Similarly, the decrease under the influence of 20.00 ppm maleic acid = (5.166--4.698) × 100% = 46.8 %. Thus, it can be concluded that the effect of temperature on struvite growth retardation is minimal, i.e. 46.8%--43.2%, or only about 4.00%. Similar findings of the mild effect of temperature on struvite reaction rates were reported by Fang et al \[[@bib11]\], where a temperature rise from 21^**o**^C to 49^**o**^C was only capable of increasing the average crystal size of struvite from 65 μm to 69 μm, an almost negligible increase.

In term of accuracy in the kinetic model used for the study, a further comparison of the author\'s model with another model used in practice for struvite precipitation was included and some of the published paper has been cited (see-Nelson et al, 2003 \[[@bib1]\]; Prywer et al, 2012 \[[@bib8]\]; Darwish et al, 2017 \[[@bib9]\]; Ali and Schneider, 2006 \[[@bib20]\]; Kofina et al, 2007 \[[@bib21]\]; Le Corre, 2006 \[[@bib30]\]). In fact, the variable uncertainties and significant numbers as presented in this current work are consistent with those published in those papers. Therefore, it was affirmed that the present study is consistent in terms of accuracy with the work of other prominent researchers in this area of struvite crystallization, especially when the batch mode of crystallization was performed.

3.2. Mineralogical quantitative and morphology analysis of products {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In this work, as shown by the XRD analysis, struvite-(K) was found. The formation of the K-doped struvite may be the result of KOH addition for pH adjustment, of which the K^**+**^ adsorbed/incorporated into the struvite. Values of pH in the range of 9.0--10.5 were reported to favor struvite-(K) precipitation during the phosphate and potassium recovery \[[@bib4], [@bib18]\].

The kinetic analysis of the precipitating solids has been demonstrated previously (Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) that two steps of precipitation occurred in the solution at the temperature of 30 and 40 °C. This suggests that two phases are formed during crystallization. The precipitation per second does not proceed in two stages. However, the decrease in pH level does proceed in two distinctive stages, with the first stage (0--5 min) the pH drops rather steeply; and the second one decreases gradually. This suggests by the XRPD and SEM/EDX analysis. The XRPD Rietveld analysis validated two phases of the struvite and struvite-(K) formed in the solution at 30 °C and without maleic acid ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). Here, the XRPD peak profiles of struvite and struvite-(K) minerals agreed very well with the calculated diffractogram from the crystal structure model \[[@bib38], [@bib39]\]. Obviously, all profiles of X-ray spectra could be matched with the model. The XRPD method also confirmed that the precipitates are composed of crystalline structure assuming no amorphous phase, because of no observed hump in the background profile.Figure 3a) XRPD Rietveld refinement plot of the precipitates in the solution at 30^o^C without maleic acid; b) XRPD patterns of all samples with 0, 10, and 20 ppm maleic acid. The peaks are labelled S (struvite); S(K) (struvite-K).Figure 3

Further, XRPD peak profiles of the solids precipitated in the solution with varying maleic acid concentrations are presented in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b. Each peak profile had been justified by the Rietveld refinement and matched by struvite and struvite-(K). It has been confirmed here that the phase composition of the solid crystal was not altered under influence of maleic acid additive. However, since the minerals form a solid solution, the composition of any single crystal would be a mixture. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the type of struvite crystal morphology without and with 20 ppm maleic acid additive at the temperature of 30 °C. Irregular prismatic crystal morphology is shown in the SEM images with a size of about 100 μm in length and 10 μm in width, whereas the addition of 20 ppm maleic acid decreased the crystal size ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the formation of struvite and struvite-(K) structures could be also confirmed by EDX spectra consisting of K^**+**^, Mg^**2+**^, O^**2-**^ and P^**5+**^ ions.Figure 4SEM and EDX image of a prismatic shaped crystal morphology obtained from the solution in the presence of a) 0 ppm; b) 20 ppm maleic acid at 30 °C.Figure 4

Likewise, the overlapped peaks of struvite and struvite-(K) could be observed in the XRPD diffractogram of the crystalline solid obtained at the solution temperature of 40 °C ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), while typical irregular flake-shaped morphology could be obtained, though it is not shown. With increasing temperature, phase compositions of the crystalline solid remained stable, because the chemical equilibrium of MAP ions had been achieved in the solution.Figure 5XRPD patterns of the precipitating solid from the solution with 20 ppm maleic acid and temperatures of 30 and 40 °C.Figure 5

Further, SEM examination confirmed the irregular prismatic-like morphology, which is a typical struvite crystal (30 μm in length and width of 5 μm ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This crystal was obtained when 20 ppm maleic acid was added at the temperature of 30 °C. The morphology of crystals has the surface of crystals with quite smooth. It is likewise confirmed that synthesis at 40 °C did not alter the morphology of the struvite obtained. However, a further research should be subjected for obtaining the maximum impact of maleic acid on the phosphate and potassium recovery and morphology. For the establishment and production of struvite a design reactor may be required, in which crucial parameters such as level of supersaturated conditions, pH, temperature, and amount of organic additives can be accurately controlled. Further, the content of struvite and struvite-(K) formed in the solution under the influence of maleic acid was also quantitatively examined by the XRPD Rietveld method. Here the quantitative values (wt. %) was obtained by the XRPD Rietveld analysis using the refined unit cell parameter of each mineral, in which the parameter has been refined by least-square analysis and the refined results were in a reasonable agreement with the published data \[[@bib38], [@bib39]\]. With no additive used, the major phase of struvite-(K) (72.9 wt. %) and the minor struvite (27.1 wt. %) was obtained ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of maleic acid, the PO~4~^3−^activity may have a greater effect on struvite-(K) precipitation, which is also controlled by the pH solution through KOH addition. Apparently, a proportion of struvite and struvite-(K) could be adjusted by varying in pH solution, whereas the pH values in the range of 9--10.5 are considered optimal for phosphate and potassium recovery \[[@bib40]\].Figure 6SEM images of morphology for precipitating solids from the solution with 20 ppm maleic acid and temperatures of a) 30 °C; and b) 40 °C.Figure 6Figure 7Mineralogical composition of the solid crystals from the solution with a) maleic acid additive (0, 10, and 20 ppm) at a temperature of 30 °C; b) varying temperature and 20 ppm maleic acid.Figure 7

Conversely, an increased content of struvite was obtained as a result of 10 ppm maleic acid additive, then its content reduced because of the addition of 20 ppm maleic acid. Struvite-(K) becomes yet major mineral at this condition. In this way, the less concentration of ammonium (NH4+) and the higher PO~4~^3−^activity may occur, once the struvite-(K) crystal had generated. With 20 ppm additive at a temperature of 40 °C, the phase of struvite-(K) (58 wt. %) became the dominant phase in the crystallized solids. This is a positive impact on the recovery of phosphate and potassium in the wastewater treatment industry. However, an increasing temperature did not change significantly in the amounts of struvite-(K) formed. It is suggested here that the lower concentration of maleic acid (\<10 ppm) may provide the best removal of ammonium and phosphate through struvite precipitation. Conversely, the absence of maleic acid makes a better condition of phosphate and potassium recoveries in the struvite-(K) crystallization \[[@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44]\].

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

An innovative method was successfully developed to investigate the crystallization kinetics and morphology of struvite, a phosphate mineral that frequently forms a tenacious scale of industrial equipment. This method used the change of pH in the crystallizing solution to calculate the kinetic rates. It was confirmed that this method yielded experimental data compared to conventional practice.

The crystallization process of struvite in this investigation followed two patterns of pH change: a drastic decrease at the start, followed by a gradual decline until the end of the experimental runs. Both patterns appropriately fit the first-order kinetics. The struvite crystallization rates were inhibited by maleic acid even when this acid was present in minute amounts (1.00--20.00 ppm), with the rate constants dropping steadily the higher the maleic acid concentrations added. The rate constants range from 6.534 h^−1^ to 1.332 h^−1^, which correspond well with published values. A slight discrepancy in the calculated rate constant was discovered when the maleic acid used approaching 20.00 ppm, but the general pattern of the change in rate constants remains. This minor variation could be due to the experimental conditions. Overall, the inhibition of the growth of struvite using maleic acid, within the constraints of this work, is about 47%.

On the other hand, the effect of temperature on the struvite crystal growth is less obvious. Raising the crystallization temperature from 30 °C (without maleic acid) to 40 °C (with the addition of 20.00 ppm maleic acid), resulting in an increase in the inhibition capability by merely 4.00%.

The precipitation in the K-Mg-NH~3~-PO~4~ system could be confirmed here using the XRPD Rietveld method. Obviously, struvite and struvite-(K) controlled the MAP ion recovery out of the solution at the temperatures of 30 and 40 °C and initial pH 9. The phase abundance of struvite and struvite-(K) could be pH dependence and controlled by maleic acid in the solution. The crystals precipitated from the solution in the absence and presence of maleic acid have the same morphology with the irregular prismatic shape. The differences in crystal sizes could be observed. Shorter and slimmer crystals were developed when the maleic acid was added to the solution.
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